
Allington Primary School Learning Journey 2023-2024 

Year: 4                                    Term: 1                   Duration: 7 weeks  
Our Land, Our Country 

RE 
 How special is the relationship that  

Jews have with God? 
 

 Retell the story of Abraham and Sarah, 
understand the 10 commandments, in-
vestigate a Mezuzah, explore inside a 
synagogue and describe what the fea-
tures are.  

Art  
 Key skills that will be developed: Design, drawing, 

craft, painting and art appreciation. 

 Creating an optical illusion print, replicating a plate 
in the famous willow pattern, carving sculptures out 
of soap, drawing a collection of still life objects, 
painting and mixing colours like Paul Cézanne and 
learning about the role of a ‘curator’.  

Writing Opportunities 
Main Text/source- 

 Varjak Paw, Home Sweet Home Video) & 
Hummingbird 

 
Fiction -  

 Re-tell a narrative from a video (English) 

 Journey of a cheese sandwich (Science) 

 Persuasive letter to Elder Paw (English) 

 Journey of a hummingbird (English) 
 
Non Fiction -  

 Newspaper report 

 Non-chronological report (Geography) 

Music 
 Music Express– singing Spanish and around the 

world/ Sounds and communication. 

PE 
 Quicksticks 

 Gymnastics 

Computing 
 eSafety (iSafe) 

 Understand personal and private information. 

 Cyberbullying solutions, plagiarism, keyword 
searches, strong passwords and spam.   

Science  
 Animals including humans: 

 Types of teeth and their jobs.  

 What the digestive System is and how it 
works.  

 Information page about the digestive 
system. 

Citizenship 
Core Values- Play an active role as a citizen/ Inspi-
ration 
Hero– Alfie Hewett           
RSHE– respectful relationships  

 Research and debate topical events, conse-
quences of anti-social behaviour, understand 
democracy, and to understand how resources 
are allocated in different communities.  

Enrichment 
 Science afternoon- Practical science linked to the 

digestive system. 

Geography 
 Study of the UK’s constituent countries, 

counties and cities. 

 Mountain ranges and mountain fea-
tures.  

 Ability to read and navigate flat and 
model replicas of the Earth. 

 Comparing settlements in mountainous 
and non-mountainous regions?  

Spanish 
 Spanish Angles unit- ‘Me Presento'  

 Count to 20. 

 Say their name and age. 

 Say hello and goodbye. 

 Ask how someone else is feeling. 

 Tell you their nationality. 

Maths opportunities  
 Food chains in Science 

 Scales, maps and statistics in Geography  

Outdoor Learning  
 OS maps of local area and the school 


